1. Mentor-Mentee Program

“Mentorship” refers to a personal developmental relationship that enables synergetic purposeful conversation to reflect on experiences, make informed decisions & act upon ideas generated through interactions. Basis of mentoring is to build mutual trust, help students grow, regular contact & conversation and genuine belief in the process of education at AIIMS, Nagpur.

AIIMS, Nagpur also has mentor-mentee program where in each student gets a dedicated mentor and through a regular and structured interaction, the student is helped to overcome his/her anxieties and obtain academic guidance. This process encourages to build problem solving attitude.

2. Appointment of Class Representative

Appointment of Class Representatives (CR) will be as follows:

1. Each batch will have 1 CR & 1 Assistant CR.
2. One of the above posts will be for lady representative.
3. Appointments to these posts will be made on the basis of aggregate marks secured by the candidate in the preceding professional exam conducted by AIIMS Nagpur.
4. In case of 1st year MBBS; rank obtained by candidate in the AIIMS entrance examination will be considered for appointment to these posts.
5. In case of 2 candidates obtaining same marks; candidate securing distinction (>75%) in number of subjects will be considered.
6. Other tie breakers:
   i. Aggregate Marks obtained in the earlier Professional examinations conducted by AIIMS, Nagpur.
   ii. The candidate who is older in age.
7. In case of tiebreaker in selection for 2nd MBBS then candidate older in age will be given preference.

3. Institute Magazine:

1. Institute magazine is published annually with full participation of the students. Students are encouraged to come up with all their creativity.
4. Humanities Centre:

The introduction of humanities in the medical curriculum aims to educate the medical students rather than simply train them. The budding doctors need to be trained to value effective reasoning, along with translation of theoretical principles into practice, satisfying the scientific, ethical and social needs of society. Humanities Centre at AIIMS Nagpur will help to foster an ambience of creativity, self-awareness, thereby counteracting burnout. It would provide an insight into human sufferings, interpersonal relations, perception of oneself and Professionalism. It would help the students to showcase their creativity through music, arts and dramatics.

5. Hostel Accommodation:

Hostel accommodation is allotted to all students. Separate girls and boys hostel facility is available within the campus. On confirmation of hostel admission, they have to deposit hostel fees and obtain a receipt. The students are expected to maintain discipline, and high standards of ethical and cultural behaviour. Our Campus is a Ragging Free zone. Appropriate disciplinary action will be taken against any incidence of ragging or abetment of ragging such as expulsion from the hostel / university and/or FIR with the police.

6. Laundry Services:

Washing machines are available in each hostel at ground floor for easy access.

7. Learning Resource Centre:

Central Library of AIIMS Nagpur at MIHAN with a total covered area of 2546 sq. m. is under development which will be serving the varied needs of its readers efficiently. It will be fully automated with all modern facilities with world class library management systems like KOHA, RFID (Radio Frequency of Identification) etc.

Presently the total collection of books is 1462 (including 30 books as complementary books) of all the subjects.

Library Timings:

Monday – Friday : 07:00 AM – 08:00 PM
Saturday       : 09:00 AM- 05:00 PM
Sunday         : 09:00 AM – 01:00 PM

CLOSED on Government Holidays
8. **Mess:**

4.1 Dining facility is also available for students with a nominal fee which include breakfast, lunch, evening snacks and dinner. Mess hall can accommodate 100 students at a given time. The mess facility is compulsory for all the hostel inmates. Vending machines with various snacks and cookies are also installed for anytime munching.

9. **ATM:**

Two ATM’s are also available inside the campus facilitating the student's requirements for 24-hour banking.

10. **Sports & Fitness:**

A gymnasium, court for Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton, etc. are available in the campus. Students are requested to contact Sports In-Charge for help and guidance.

11. **Recreation**

Colour Television set has been provided in the dining area of the mess. Major festivals are celebrated in the campus/hostels. Events like cultural programmes, sports and quizzes are also organized. Annual Social Function and Foundation Day programs are celebrated.